HIGH

POWDERED RED
Distilled red takes an iconic color to a new level.

COLOR

BEFORE
COLOR FORMULAS
A. Blondor Freelights + 6 %
Blondor Freelights Developer 1:1,5

3

B. Color Touch Relights /44 + /47 +/00
1:2:2 + Color Touch Emulsion 1,9 %

Start with a backward diagonal

C. Color Touch Relights /56 + /44+/00

at the nape.

0,5:1:1 + Color Touch Emulsion 1,9 %

Apply Formula C to roots and
alternate Formula B & C through

COLOR PLACEMENT:

the mid-lengths and ends.

1
Use formula A with a sweeping
deep V application on fine sections
throughout the head. Once sufficient
lift has been achieved, remove the
color in the normal manner and
blow-dry the hair.

2
Create a diamond section
on the top of the head.
Start at the front sides. Apply formula
C to roots. Alternate Formula
B & Formula C in vertical slices through
mid-lengths and ends.

4
Apply Formula B to the diamond
section from roots to the ends.
Leave to develop for five minutes.

CUT

1

3
Create soft graduation by taking

Using a razor, cut the

horizonatal sections and cutting

fringe to desired length.

at 90 degrees.

2
Take 1 cm at the ears and cut to desired
length, repeat at nape. Using the razor,
join these points to create the base line.

4
Bring top section
down using the base
line as a guide.

NOTES

STYLING
Create a tissue band to keep the top
smooth. Spray with Thermal Image to
protect against the heat.
ALTERNATIVE FORMULAS
Magma /47 + /03 1 : 1
Color Touch 0/3 + 8/43 4 : 1
Illumina Color 9/43 + 10/05 1 : 1
Koleston Perfect Innosense 8/44 + 9/34 1 : 4
Illumina Color 7/43+ 8/05 1 : 3
Koleston Perfect Innosense 77 : 44+ 9 :/34 1 : 3

